To estimate the impact of linguistic distance on vocabulary development, which was the aim of Study 1, we needed to account for the effects of all situational factors that were known or suspected to shape bilingual development. This was achieved through a two-step analyses of the data from the 372 children whose Additional Language was one of our 13 target languages.
Plan of Analyses
In the first step, analyses were conducted on variables already established within the literature as strong predictors of vocabulary size (relative amount of exposure to each language in child-directed speech and overheard speech, gender and SES). Analyses were conducted initially in ANCOVAs (to include continuous variables such as LEQ) and then subjected to confirmation in linear mixed models, with variables entered as fixed effects predictors only if they reached significance in the ANCOVAs.
In the second step, analyses were then conducted on less well-established variables (factors relative to source, properties and status, and measures of linguistic distance), in models containing verified predictors from the initial stage. Again, ANCOVAs were followed by linear mixed models with the same logic as in the first step.
The reasons behind this two-step process extend beyond the aims of Study 1, as explained below. The effects from the ANCOVAs would hold for a population with the same breakdown of language communities as those in our sample (e.g., which was 17.4% German, 12.8% French etc.). The linear mixed models do not make that assumption and are thus strongly preferred if conclusions are to be generalised to all bilinguals. The purpose of the linear mixed models was indeed to provide the best possible test for the importance of candidate predictor variables for bilinguals generally, not merely those whose Additional Language was one of those 13 used in this paper (and therefore preparing for Study 3). For this it was imperative that Language Community be modelled as a random, not a fixed effect, as the ANCOVAs would do.
In contrast, the value of the ANCOVAs is that they allow a straightforward test of the significance of simultaneously entered predictor variables, something that is problematic with linear mixed models due to a lack of consensus on how to compute the degrees of freedom for each predictor (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) . Our procedure was thus to perform a preliminary selection of significant predictors from ANCOVAs, subject to confirmation in linear mixed models, before finally being included in predictive models.
Following steps 1 and 2, predictive linear mixed models of expressive and receptive vocabulary for the UKBTAT tool (Study 2) were calculated with predictors retained only if their effect size in the ANCOVAs was larger than ƞ 2 = 0.02 (Cohen, 1988) , which is considered a threshold for small effects in ANOVAs and multiple regressions. These final models do not include measures of linguistic distance, since we aimed at developing norms which could be applied to any bilingual children learning British English, and measures of linguistic distance would not be available for Additional Languages that are not amongst our 13 target Additional Languages. Predictive models for the UKBTAT (Study 2) and the test of their generalisation beyond the 13 target Additional Languages (Study 3) are presented in Chapter 4.
Predictor Variables
Step 1 predictors were language exposure scores (LEQ and Overheard speech), Gender, and SES. Language Community (which Additional Language is spoken by the child) was included as a 13 level dummy variable simply to control for its effects.
Step 2 predictors were Table 1 for a summary of these variables.
Vocabulary Measures
Dependent variables were CDI counts of receptive and expressive vocabulary in English and the Additional Language. We conducted analyses on two different versions of the CDIs. Our starting point was a 30 word CDI made up of those 30 words present in the Oxford Short Form CDI and all 13 Additional Language CDIs (see Table A5 -1 in appendix 5). This 30-word CDI had the advantage of holding items constant across a child's two test languages, thus controlling, amongst other things, for word frequency (although frequencies between translation equivalents differed, correlations were in the order of .8 over the 13 EnglishAdditional Language pairings). The disadvantage of this approach is that, of the words common across all CDIs, a disproportionate number were high frequency words. This results in a ceiling effect with, for example, over a third of children scoring 100% on English comprehension. Our second CDI used the full 100 words of the Oxford Short Form and the full Additional Language CDI re-represented as a percentage, to accommodate the fact that the standardised CDIs varied considerably in length for each language. While these data suffer from no ceiling effects and maximise the sampling of vocabulary, they are the least satisfactory in that there is no control of word frequency between all Additional Language CDIs, that is, obtaining a 40% score in the German CDI is not necessarily equivalent to a 40% in the Portuguese CDI. The main analyses reported here were performed on the 30-word CDI, with a specific section added for the data from the full CDIs. Given that the results were essentially similar when using the 30-word CDI or the full CDIs, please note that the final equations in the UKBTAT (Chapter 4) are calculated from the 100 words of the Oxford Short Form for English (for increasing representativeness of the model's coefficients), and the 30 words for Additional Languages when relevant.
Descriptive Statistics
Predictors. Tables 2 to 6 presented summary data of all predictor variables broken down by Language Community. Because of the strong associations between Language Community and predictor variables, it was important to use models that included Language Community to avoid attributing to predictor variables the explanatory power that was actually simply due to variability over language communities.
Vocabulary measures. All data for vocabulary measures in English (for the full cohort)
are reported in Table 7 , and in Table 8 Additional Language, children understood on average 21.7 words and produced 11.2 (ALCDI30Comp and ALCDI30Prod), which was significantly less than in English (comprehension: paired t (371) = 6.25, p < .0001; production t (371) = 11.51, p < .0001). As noted before, all main analyses provided below were run on the 30-word CDIs, with analyses on the full form CDIs provided in a specific section.
Of interest is the comparison of the bilingual scores to monolinguals. Based on the Oxford CDI database for 125 monolingual children aged 23.0 to 25.0, 24-month-olds understand 73.6% of the 416-word CDI (SD = 16.9) and produce 48.3% (SD = 25.8). To compare these scores to those of the Oxford Short Form CDI, we applied a correction ratio computed from the comparison between the long and short CDI described in the "Measuring INSERT TABLE 7 INSERT TABLE 8
Results
Step 1 -Predictors firmly established in the literature. We looked at four predictors:
LEQ (proportion of English in child-directed speech), Overheard speech (proportion of English spoken between parents), SES and Gender. Three indices (income, maternal education and paternal education) were initially selected as potential predictors for SES, but due to high correlations between income and parental education, and because income had the widest observed range, the latter was selected. Results are very similar if parental education is used.
Thus our step 1 ANCOVA consisted of the between-subjects predictors of LEQ, Overheard speech, Income and Gender, with the within-subjects predictor of TestLang (Additional Language/English). Language Community was included as a between-subjects factor, since we wished to ascertain in Study 3 (as aforementioned) the degree to which all other predictors are generalisable to bilingual 24-month-olds regardless of the particular Additional Language she or he is learning. Separate ANCOVAs were run for production and comprehension scores. All ANCOVAs used as dependent variables the 30-words CDIs (see Table 9 and 10 for full results in comprehension and production respectively).
INSERT TABLE 9 HERE   INSERT TABLE 10 INSERT TABLE 11   INSERT TABLE 12 For comprehension there was a significant effect of LEQ (χ (1) = 13.26, p < .001). When these analyses were conducted again with each significant fixed effect entered into a model already containing the other significant fixed effects (Table 13 ), the last entered fixed effect retained its significance (p < .006) in each case. Because we consider the linear mixed models to be the more appropriate significance test for a model that generalises to all bilinguals (Study 3), Income was discarded as a predictor for subsequent analyses. The remaining predictors at the end of Step 1 were the relative amount of exposure to English in child-directed speech (LEQ), the proportion of English in parental overheard speech (Overheard speech), and Gender. This first step allowed us to confirm the robustness of predictors from the literature for the building of a model of the child's lexicon (Study 2), based on data from the 13 target Additional Languages learners.
INSERT TABLE 13 HERE
Step 2 -Secondary predictors. Secondary variables were then added to ANCOVAs containing those predictors shown to be significant in the Step 1 analysis above (LEQ, Overheard speech and Gender), with the 30 words common to all CDIs as dependent variables.
These predictors were all the mode of exposure variables, and the three Linguistic Distance Finally, the three Linguistic Distance variables were assessed, phonological overlap, word order typology and morphological complexity. Because these showed a perfect to very high association with Language Community, these factors could not be added to ANCOVAs and were assessed in linear mixed models only (see Tables 15 to 17 
INSERT TABLE 17 HERE
In summary, all variables but two (Consistency and PropEngN) from Step 2 analyses were excluded at the ANCOVA stage, due to lack of significance. Consistency did have a significant effect in the subsequent linear mixed models but its effect size was too small to warrant integration in the UKBTAT predictive models (Study 2, next Chapter). PropEngN (proportion of English that is native) failed to reach significance in the linear mixed models, and therefore will not be included in the UKBTAT models. All measures of Linguistic Distance were found to be significant in the linear mixed models, fulfilling the predictions of Study 1. It must be kept in mind however that all results obtained at Step 2 should be taken in the context of multiple comparisons and viewed as subject to confirmation in future studies.
Metrics of linguistic distance will not be included in the UKBTAT models (Study 2) because our aim was to build a predictive model for any bilingual child learning British English (Study 3), and measures of linguistic distance will not be available for any Additional Language different from our 13 target languages.
Comparison with full CDI. The effects found in the Step 1 analysis were checked in the full CDI data (the proportion of words in the 100-word Oxford Short Form CDI and in the original Additional Language CDIs). The pattern of significance was identical with effect sizes highly comparable. In particular, linear mixed models once again showed no effect of Income on comprehension (χ 2 (1) = 1.36, p = .24).
On a final note, in the analyses provided in this paper, we have deliberately ignored item-level analyses as they are beyond our current scope (but see Table A5 (Fenson et al., 2007) , our dataset includes data for both English and Additional Language (when available) from 430 24-month-olds, collected using age-appropriate tools. One application of this data now currently being conducted is to examine whether phonological overlap modulates the 2-year-old bilingual lexicon in terms of associative relationships and frequency for translation equivalents.
Key Findings
The aim of Study 1 was to establish whether measures of linguistic distance could predict vocabulary size at age 2 in bilingual toddlers. To achieve this, we first showed that vocabulary size was modulated by a set of robust factors from the literature: relative amount of exposure to English versus the Additional Language (English and Additional Language comprehension and production), proportion of English in overheard speech (English comprehension and production) and gender (English and Additional Language production).
Two other, less established predictors emerged: first, English production was boosted when each parent used a mix of languages as compared to using one language only -but due to its very small effect size this variable will not be included in the subsequent UKBTAT equations.
Second, the proportion of native English spoken by parents significantly improved English production scores -but this effect did not survive in linear mixed models and therefore will not be included in the UKBTAT. No other variables reached significance, in particular not SES.
Importantly, we found that the three measures of linguistic distance predicted vocabulary knowledge in two-year-olds learning British English and one of 13 target Additional Languages, above and beyond variance due to Language Community: phonological overlap, SVO order typology and morphological complexity. Specifically, we found that children learning a language phonologically close to English had a larger production vocabulary in their Additional Language; similarly, those learning typologically or morphologically close languages to English had a larger Additional Language comprehension vocabulary.
